HOW TO PURCHASE A COMPLETE VEHICLE OR
A TRANSFORMATION KIT AVAILABLE:
The vehicle or transformation kits already available are marked with the tag PURCHASABLE
1 - Select the TypeH version, choose between complete vehicle or kit
2 - Configure your TypeH choosing the dimensional variant and options.
3 - Filled in the order form
2 - Within 10 days Caselani Automobili will send you the FULL CORPORATE OFFER with price, slot production and delivery
date.
3 - If interested in proceeding, confirm the order with the payment of the confirmatory deposit, equal to 40% of the order
amount.

HOW TO BOOK A VEHICLE NOT YET AVAILABLE
The vehicle or transformation kits not yet available are marked with the tag

BOOKABLE

It is possible to book one of the seventy Type H 70th anniversary models (not yet available) as follows:
1

Select the TypeH version, choose between complete vehicle or kit

1. Who wants to reserve a model (shortly, the client) shall sign the EXPRESSION OF INTEREST which specifies the Type H
model the client is interested in.
2. The client shall pay a DEPOSIT of EUR 3.000,00 (three thousand euros), no later than 5 days after the signing of the
expression of interest. This deposit is REFUNDABLE in the event that the client is no more interested in buying the
Type H model..
3. By the signing of the expression of interest and the deposit payment, the client secures himself the NUMBER of the
Type H PRODUCTION SLOT which is assigned following the expression of interest’s signings chronological order. This
number identifies the RESERVED MODEL NUMBER.
4. Within 90 days after the signature of the expression of interest, Caselani will notify to the client the name of the
selected Premium Official Coachbuilders*, with whom the client will define the characteristics of the booked vehicle,
and from whom he will receive the WRITTEN ORDER CONTRACT and final price (so called FULL CORPORATE OFFER )
5. If the client decides to proceed, the confirmatory deposit will be discounted by the premium coachbuilder with whom
the client will define the order.
6. If the client decides to not proceed, the confirmatory deposit will be refunded him by Caselani (€ 2.700,00 net of
management fees equal to € 300,00).

*CASELANI AUTOMOBILI Srl is defining partnership agreements with European premium coachbuilders finalized to the construction of complete vehicles in
the following versions : CAMPER, CAMPERVAN, FOOD TRUCK, TOW TRUCK

